Introduction
Almost all writers and the younger producers at DR are alumni from The National Film School of Denmark (NFSD). As two examples, all writers of The Killing and all the episode writers of Borgen have an educational background in the Screenwriting Department of the School. The vast majority of talent behind recent series thus come from the same educational institution with which DR has had a steady collaboration since the late 1990s. As part of the Screen Idea System perspective on writing and production, this chapter analyses the ideas of best practice being taught to the new talent at the Film School, and traces how teaching writing for television gradually became an established part of the curriculum during the 2000s. This partly happened due to new developments in the domain, where US quality series convinced people at the School that it was worthwhile to also take television seriously in an art school environment after years of focusing exclusively on film. However, central experts in the field from DR also played a major part in this development by encouraging collaboration, sharing their knowledge and taking an interest in the students to help ensure the emergence of strong television writers.
The collaboration was established at a time when DR experienced an acute lack of talent in terms of writers with an interest in television series and with knowledge of how to collaborate as part of a head writer-episode writer structure. The collaboration began with introductory teaching on television writing and meetings between students and DR producers, but since 2004 it has been institutionalized through the so-called TV term where student writers and producers at the School spend half a year developing a potential series particularly for DR together with production designers from the School of Design. The series is developed based on ideas about the nature of 'a good series' as outlined in the 'TV dummy paper' (see Appendix), and at the end of the term the series is pitched to DR Fiction executives and other industry players in order to get constructive criticism from a real-life perspective.
Head of Drama at DR Piv Bernth has called the collaboration between the two institutions one of the secrets behind the recent success of DR (in Pham 2012). Based on interviews with writers and producers from the School and a case study of the 2012-2013 edition of the TV term, this chapter investigates the nature of this collaboration, where DR Fiction has actively engaged in training talent for future series. This has provided the opportunity to teach students a certain approach to television drama -based on a public service mandate and concepts like one vision and double storytelling from the production dogmas -as well as the opportunity to scout for new writers in a film school framework.
Television writing in a film school context
In a small film and television industry like the Danish, there are few places to train for the job as writer or producer. In fact, the NFSD is the only official training ground for these professional roles. Some alternatives, such as the filmmaker-driven, independent film school Super 16 has emerged, training directors and producers since its start in 1999, and since 2011 also including screenwriters in their programme. However, a look at the educational background of the writers at DR since the late 1990s reveals that a significant number of these are alumni from the NFSD. They have been through the same curriculum and know each other from their school days, while only a few writers, like Borgen-creator Adam Price, are self-taught or have other educational backgrounds.
Academic interest in a career or a film culture most often starts after the formative years, although some film historical discussions have emphasized the importance of certain institutions and student collectives over time. Discussions of the 'Movie Brat' directors, counting names like Martin Scorsese, Steven Spielberg, George Lucas and Francis Ford Coppola, is one example of a discourse where the directors' training as part of the first 'film school generation' in American film is regarded as significant to their approach to filmmaking at that certain point in time (e.g. Pye and Myles 1979) . This chapter argues that the series from DR in recent years have been marked by the emergence of what one can regard as the first generation of trained television writers and that it is worthwhile investigating the kind of training offered before entering
